
HISTORY OF WAYANG

Wayang, (Javanese: â€œshadowâ€•), classical Javanese puppet drama that uses the shadows thrown by puppets
manipulated by rods against a See Article History.

The Damarwulan presents the stories of a hero from Majapahit. The players wear masks known as wayang
topeng or wayang gedog. For female performers: The movements known as nggruda or ngenceng encot in the
classical, high style of dance consist of nine basic movements joged pokok , and twelve other movements
joged gubahan and joged wirogo , and are used in portraying Bedoyo and Srimpi. Wayang comes from the
word 'Ma Hyang' which has the meaning ; leads to spiritual spirit, god, or God Almighty, but also interpreted
as a 'shadow'. However, the best wayang is typically made from young female buffalo parchment, cured for up
to ten years. This polarity, however, is not rigid, since both parties include characters with qualities that could
belong to the opposing one. Some members of the audience like to watch performance from behind the screen
so they can see the dalang at work, [Source: "The Villagers" by Richard Critchfield, Anchor Books] Dalang
are believed to infuse their puppets with deep mystical spirituality. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press.
Some of the plays are also based on local happenings current issues or other local secular stories. He must also
look downwards, a reference to self-control and humility, the greatest virtues of Southeast Asian heroes. It was
performed without a screen with flat, wooden puppets carved in relief. Both types are characterized by
costumes, facial features and articulated body parts. Later, this mixture of religion and wayang play was cited
as an example of the harmony between Hinduism and traditional Indonesian culture. Many are infused with
Islamic and Suf themes. When the term is used to refer to kinds of puppet theater, sometimes the puppet itself
is referred to as wayang. Wayang klitik figures come originally from eastern Java , where one still finds
workshops turning them out. The setting of the banana trunk on the ground and canvas in the air symbolizes
the earth and the sky; the whole composition symbolizes the entire cosmos. The third phase of reconciliation
and friendship is finished at dawn. Miettinen Although wayang golek is performed in many places, wayang
kulit is still the most popular form of Javanese puppet theatre. Wayang Golek Video clip: Wayang golek rod
puppets manipulated by Asep Sunandar Sunaryo, a famous puppeteer from West Java Reijo Lainela Wayang
golek is a still popular form of rod puppetry, which, according to tradition, was invented by a Javanese
Muslim ruler in the late sixteenth century. Keeler, Ward. The structure is inspected and eventually the details
are worked through. From Jenggala and Kediri come the stories of Raden Panji and Cindelaras , which tells of
the adventures of a pair of village youngsters with their fighting cocks. Originally, wayang wong was
performed only as an aristocratic entertainment in the palaces of Yogyakarta and Surakarta. The requirements
of the male hero also apply to the royal princesses, whose refinement is taken to the extreme. There are also
many wayang kulit-related drama forms, of which the most archaic is wayang beber, now practically extinct.
They are sought after as friends by politicians and headmen. Iron clappers and wooden blocks are used for
sounds effects and the gamelan music gets more intense as the performance goes on, perhaps to keep everyone
awake. Wayang Stories Most wayang plays are based on Javanese of local versions of the Ramayana and the
Mahabharata, Hindu epics about the fights involving gods and men that culminate in a great battle that is
never resolved. Performances are regularly staged by the kraton, and they are also broadcast frequently. The
gamelan accompaniment is indeed an integral part of the performance. The first part symbolises youth, the
middle part adulthood, and the final part old age. Javanese theatre thus combines highly noble qualities with
earthy comedy and even obscene grotesqueness. Miettinen The four oldest cycles, dealing with the ancient
history of Java, are collectively named wayang purwa purwa: primeval, original, ancient. According to the
Javanese creation myth at the beginning of time the entire world was covered by forest except for Semar's rice
paddy. When Islam began spreading in Indonesia, imagery of God or deities in human form was prohibited,
and this style of painting and puppetry was suppressed. Some say the struggle is less between good and evil
than between what Javanese call alus and kasar feelings, detached effortless self-control and base animal
passions.


